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Absorption cross sections of CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD are measured in a 107–220 nm
spectral region using synchrotron radiation. Spectra of improved quality for four deuterated
isotopomers, coupled with extensive calculations on low-lying excited states of methanol using
time-dependent density functional theory with a large cc-pV5Z basis set, enable us to improve
assignments of observed spectral features and to better understand the nature of these electronic
transitions. Energies and oscillator strengths of all transitions predicted with calculations are
consistent with experimental results. Observed isotopic shifts clearly indicate that absorption
features in the 163–220 nm region ~transition 1 1A9– X 1A8) are associated mainly with breaking of
the O–H bond, consistent with theoretical predictions. In the 151–163 nm region ~transition
2 1A9– X 1A8), observed small vibrational spacings ~806 cm21 for CH3OH) associated with the
C–O stretching mode can be rationalized with a broad double-well-like potential-energy curve
resulting from avoided crossing of Rydberg states 11A9(2a9→3s) and 2 1A9(2a9→3p); with
isotopic data, further vibrational progressions are identified. Absorption lines in the 140–151 nm
region with regular vibrational spacing ~;1046 cm21 for CH3OH), likely associated with the CH2
twisting mode, are assigned to nearly degenerate transitions 3 1A9– X 1A8 and 3 1A8– X 1A8; the
3 1A9 and 3 1A8 states are associated with excitations 2a9→3p8 and 2a9→3p9, respectively.
Progressions associated with the torsional mode of the excited state are observed for the first time.
For wavelengths smaller than 140 nm, Rydberg transitions with n>3 are tentatively assigned in
accord with their quantum defects that are identical for all isotopomers in each Rydberg series.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1485769#I. INTRODUCTION
Methanol (CH3OH) is an important species in the atmo-
spheres of Earth1 and comets,2–4 and in interstellar media.5
With a methyl group replacing a hydrogen atom in water,
methanol exhibits spectral features similar to, but distinct
from, those of water. Despite numerous experimental6–17 and
theoretical18–22 investigations, the photoexcitation of metha-
nol is still poorly understood.
The absorption spectrum of CH3OH shows a weak con-
tinuous feature in the 163–220 nm region, two intense sys-
tems with vibronic structure in the 140–151 and 151–163
nm regions, and some weak features upon a rising continuum
at wavelengths smaller than 140 nm.6,13 The broad feature
lying in the 163–220 nm region was assigned initially to a
a!Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
bmcheng@srrc.gov.tw; yplee@mx.nthu.edu.tw
b!Jointly appointed by the Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences, Aca-
demia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan.1630021-9606/2002/117(4)/1633/8/$19.00
Downloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to transition associated with the excitation 2a9→s*, in which
the 2a9 orbital is the highest occupied molecular orbital ap-
proximately described as a nonbonding orbital of oxygen
atom,6 but was later reassigned to a transition associated with
the 3s Rydberg orbital.9,10
Features in the 151–163 and 140–151 nm regions were
originally assigned to transitions associated with 3s and 3p
Rydberg orbitals, respectively, based on their quantum
defects,6 but were later reassigned to 3p and 3p8 Rydberg
orbitals.9,10 Although both systems are associated with
3p-type Rydberg orbitals, they show disparate vibrational
structure and quantum defects. Lines in the 151–163 nm
region have irregular spacing ;800 cm21, whereas those in
the 140–151 nm region show a regular vibrational spacing
;1000 cm21; both progressions were assigned to be associ-
ated with the C–O stretching mode.10 Sominska and
Gedanken14 recorded absorption spectra of CH3OH,
CH3OD, and CD3OD in a supersonic jet and assigned a sec-
ond vibrational mode (n7 , CH3 rocking! for the system in3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nm as a transition associated with the third Rydberg 3p or-
bital, designated 3p9. For wavelengths smaller than 140 nm,
weak features are superimposed on a rising continuum. Nee
et al.13 associated these features with transitions to higher
Rydberg states, but without isotopic data these assignments
might be tentative.
Absorption cross sections of CH3OH in the 105–200 nm
region have been reported.6,8,13,23 but those of isotopic vari-
ants are little known, except for CD3OD in the 105–124 nm
region.8 Calculated oscillator strengths of Rydberg transi-
tions according to various methods differ greatly,18,19 but
only an experimental value for the transition in the 163–220
nm region is available for comparison.23
There are few theoretical calculations on electronically
excited states of CH3OH. Buenker et al.21 employed con-
figuration interaction of multireference single and double ex-
citations ~MRD-CI! to obtain potential-energy curves of
CH3OH in its first two excited states for primary processes of
scission of O–H, C–O, and C–H bonds. In agreement with
Kassab et al.,20 they found that O–H scission proceeds along
a repulsive path of the lowest electronically excited state
leading to formation of CH3O and H. In contrast, a small
barrier found for C–O scission was ascribed to an avoided
crossing between a Rydberg 3s and a valence electronic con-
figuration. No theoretical calculation on higher excited states
of CH3OH has been performed.
We carefully measured absorption cross sections of
CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD with light from a
synchrotron radiation source. Based on experimental data of
these four isotopic species and extensive theoretical calcula-
tions using time-dependent density functional theory ~TD-
DFT! with a large cc-PV5Z basis set, we revised some pre-
FIG. 1. Absorption cross sections ~in units of Mb, 1 Mb510218 cm2! of
CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD in the 163–210 nm spectral region.Downloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to vious assignments and obtained a clear picture of the nature
of transitions.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup is described in a previous
article.24 In summary, vacuum ultraviolet light, produced in
the Synchrotron Radiation Research Center in Taiwan, was
dispersed either with a Seya–Namioka monochromator ~fo-
cal length 1 m! for measurements in the 163–220 nm region
or with a high-flux cylindrical grating monochromator ~focal
length 6 m! in the 107–164 nm region. CaF2 and LiF win-
dows served for measurements in the 163–220 and 107–164
nm regions, respectively; these windows also eliminate
short-wavelength light diffracted from the grating in second
order. The scan steps of monochromator are 0.1 nm in the
163–220 nm region and 0.02 ~for spectral measurements! or
0.05 nm ~for cross-section measurements! in the 107–164
nm region. The wavelength was calibrated with absorption
lines of CO,25,26 O2,27 and H2O;28 the accuracy in wave-
length is limited by the scan step.
The absorption cross section was measured with a
double-beam apparatus. The intensity of light, partially re-
flected from a window placed 45° to the beam line before the
gas cell, was monitored as a reference. Both reflected and
transmitted beams passed through similar optical compo-
nents so that they have similar spectral distributions; they
were converted to visible light with sodium salicylate coated
on a glass window before detection with a photomultiplier
FIG. 2. Absorption cross sections ~in units of Mb, 1 Mb510218 cm2! of
CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD in the 140–163 nm spectral region.
Traces for CH3OH and CD3OH are shifted upward by 10 Mb for clarity. The
false origins are marked with o8; see the text.AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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absorption cross section is determined from the absorbance
according to the equation
ln~I0 /I !5nsl1a , ~1!
in which I0 and I are reflected and transmitted light intensi-
ties, respectively; n is the gas density, s is the absorption
cross section, and l is the length of absorption path through
the gas. The constant a was determined when the gas cell
was pumped below 131027 Torr to give n50.
The inner diameter of the gas cell was 39.5 mm. Path
lengths l51.046 m and l58.9 cm were used for measure-
ments in the 163–220 nm and 107–164 nm regions, respec-
tively. A reservoir of volume 1.38 L ~or 0.62 L! was con-
nected to the long ~or short! gas cell so as to maintain a
constant gas pressure during data acquisition. The density of
gas was determined from pressure measured with a capaci-
tance ~MKS, Baratron! and the temperature was monitored
with a thermocouple. At each wavelength, the absorption
cross section was determined through a linear least-squares
fit of a least eight absorbance measurements at various pres-
sures.
To avoid saturation effects, the maximum absorbance
was limited to 2. For wavelength greater than 208 nm, the
maximal gas pressure employed was 110 Torr. At such a
large pressure, the absorbance is still linearly dependent on
pressure, indicating that the measured cross section is not
much affected by weakly bounded molecular clusters. This
condition is consistent with the observation in the infrared
FIG. 3. Absorption cross sections ~in units of Mb, 1 Mb510218 cm2! of
CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD in the 107–140 nm spectral region.
Traces for CH3OH and CD3OH are shifted upward by 5 Mb for clarity.Downloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to region that absorbance measured at 3600 cm21 depends lin-
early on pressure of a gas sample up to 400 Torr.29
CH3OH ~99.9%, Merck!, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD
~listed D purities 99%, 99.8%, and 99.96%, respectively, all
from Isotec Inc.! were purified on pumping the liquid sample
at room temperature five times, each for 3 min, to remove
volatile impurities, followed by trapping at 275 °C before
degassing for 5 min. About 40% of the sample was lost after
a complete cycle of purification.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The absorption cross sections of CH3OH, CH3OD,
CD3OH, and CD3OD in the 163–210 nm spectral range at
0.1 nm intervals are shown in Fig. 1; those in the 140–163
nm and 107–140 nm regions at 0.05 nm intervals are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Tabulated numerical values of
cross sections at 0.1 nm intervals in the 163–220 nm range
and at 0.05 nm intervals in the 107–163 nm range can be
found in the Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publication Service
~EPAPS!;30 they are also available at http://ams-
bmc.srrc.gov.tw. Considering possible systematic errors, we
estimate the uncertainty of cross section to be within 5%.
Our data for CH3OH agrees satisfactorily with earlier
measurements.6,8,13,23 For example, our value at 184.5 nm is
0.61 Mb ~1 Mb510218 cm2!, in agreement with values 0.57,
0.65, and 0.61 Mb given by Harrison et al.,23 Salahub and
Sandorfy,6 and Nee et al.,13 respectively. While there is scat-
ter in previous measurements, our data are in general near
those reported by Nee et al.13 Data for CH3OD and CD3OH,
and for CD3OD ion the 124–220 nm region are reported for
the first time.
For spectral identifications, one spectrum of 0.02 nm
resolution was recorded. Origins of transitions and effective
quantum numbers n* of observed Rydberg states, and vi-
bronic lines and assignments in the 151–163 and 140–151
nm regions for CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD can
be found in the EPAPS.30 The effective quantum number n*
is calculated with the formula10,31
n*5@R/~IE2E !#0.5 ~2!
in which R is the Rydberg constant, IE is the ionization en-
ergy, and E is the energy of an observed line. The first ion-
ization potentials ~IE! of 10.846, 10.861, and 10.885 eV for
CH3OH, CH3OD, and CD3OD, respectively, are adopted
from measurements of MacNeil and Dixon.12 The ionization
energy of CD3OH is estimated to be 10.870 eV from the
addition of the difference in IE between CD3OD and CH3OD
to that of CH3OH.
Oscillator strengths for various electronic transitions are
listed in Table I. The oscillator strength is calculated with the
formula31
f 5~mc2/pe2!E sdn51.1331026E s dn , ~3!
in which m and e are the mass and charge of an electron, c is
the speed of light, s is the cross section in Mb, and n is the
wave number in cm21.AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
1636 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 4, 22 July 2002 Cheng et al.TABLE I. Observed and predicted oscillator strengths f of Rydberg transitions of CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD.
Experiments Calculations
Assignments
l region
~nm! CH3OH CH3OD CD3OH CD3OD
CH3OH
~Ref. 18!
CH3OH
~Ref. 19!
CH3OH
TD-DFTa
1 1A9– X 1A8 163–220 0.0051 0.0049 0.0051 0.0050 0.001 96 4.431026 0.0006
2 1A9– X 1A8 151–163 0.034 0.034 0.032 0.032 0.003 67 0.013 0.0367
2 1A8– X 1A8 3.9131026 4.2031025 0.0009
3 1A9– X 1A8 0.0101
140–151 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.040 0.000 833 0.0077
3 1A8– X 1A8 0.0473
4 1A8– X 1A8 0.0706
4 1A9– X 1A8 137–140 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.0052
5 1A9– X 1A8 134–137 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.007
Ionization 107–115 0.176 0.181 0.172 0.167
aUsing the cc-pV5Z basis set; this work.IV. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS USING TD-DFT
Calculations are performed with the GAUSSIAN 98
program.32 TD-DFT ~Refs. 33–35! is employed to calculate
vertical excitation energies of low-lying electronic states.
The geometry of the ground state X 1A8, maintaining Cs
symmetry, is optimized with the B3LYP method: this method
uses Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange functional,36
which includes the Slater exchange functional with correc-
tions involving a gradient of the density, and a correlation
functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr, with both local and non-
local terms.37
The ground state of CH3OH has an electronic configu-
ration of
~1a8!2~2a8!2~3a8!2~4a8!2~5a8!2~1a9!2~6a8!2~7a8!2~2a9!2
~4!
in which 2a9 is approximately described as the nonbonding
2p orbital of oxygen perpendicular to the COH plane and
7a8 as the 2p orbital of oxygen on the COH plane but away
from the direction of the C–O bond. The 7a8 orbital contrib-Downloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to utes partially to binding in the O–H bond; hence it lies
slightly lower than 2a9. Similar to Rydberg states of H2O,38
some low-lying states may result from excitation of an elec-
tron from the 7a8 orbital.
We calculated geometry of methanol in the ground elec-
tronic state, vertical excitation energies, and oscillator
strengths of the first seven electronic transitions using vari-
ous basis sets, ranging from cc-pVTZ to cc-pV5Z, represent-
ing Dunning’s correlation-consistent polarized valence
triplet-zeta to penta-zeta basis sets.39–41 The geometry of the
ground electronic state optimized with B3LYP/cc-pV5Z
shows lengths of 1.087, 1.094, 1.421, and 0.959 Å for C–H
~in-plane!, C–H ~out-of-plane, two bonds!, C–O, and O–H
bonds, and angles /COH5109.04°, /HCO ~in-plane!
5106.81°, and /HCO ~out-of-plane!5112.12°, in agree-
ment with experimental results.42,43 Vertical excitation wave-
lengths and representative electronic transitions of the first
seven transitions are listed in Table II; experimental results
and previous results of calculations are also listed for com-
parison. The cc-pV5Z basis set provides results closest to
experimental values. Oscillator strengths calculated in thisTABLE II. Comparison of predicted and observed vertical excitation wavelengths ~nm! and wave numbers ~cm21, listed parenthetically! of CH3OH.
State Excitation
TD-DFT
~cc-pVTZ!
Td-DFT
~cc-pVQZ!
TD-DFT
~cc-pV5Z!
MRD-CI
~Ref. 21! Experiment
1 1A9 2a9→3s 177.76 182.88 188.54 178.69 183.42
~56 256! ~54 681! ~53 039! ~55 963! ~54 520!
2 1A9 2a9→3p 151.44 156.55 162.39 157.17 160.46
~66 033! ~63 877! ~61 580! ~63 625! ~62 321!
2 1A8 7a8→3s 141.51 145.43 149.38
~70 666! ~68 762! ~66 943!
3 1A9 2a9→3p8 132.28 136.12 144.11 149.14
~75 597! ~73 465! ~69 391! ~67 051!
3 1A8 2a9→3p9 129.80 134.27 143.95 149.14
~77 042! ~74 477! ~69 469! ~67 051!
4 1A8 7a8→3p 124.88 129.00 133.48 125.90
~80 077! ~77 519! ~74 918! ~79 428!
4 1A9 2a9→3d 121.57 126.95 132.68 139.32
~82 257! ~78 771! ~75 369! ~71 777!
5 1A9 2a9→3d8 136.72
~73 142!
6 1A9 2a9→3d9 134.26
~74 482!AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Table I.
Because structural optimization on excited states is un-
available for TD-DFT, potential-energy curves of excited
states were determined by freezing the optimized geometry
of the molecule in its ground state with only the length of
either the C–O or O–H bond varied in the calculation. Fig-
ure 4 shows variation of energies of the first seven low-lying
singlet states with respect to the O–H bond distance; ener-
gies of 47 structures with 0.75 Å<rOH<2.00 Å were calcu-
lated. Figure 5 shows energies of these states with the C–O
distance varied from 1.20 to 2.00 Å.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Spectral assignments and characteristics
Observed absorption spectra are in general similar to the
spectra of CH3OH, CH3OD, and CD3OD in a supersonic
FIG. 4. Potential-energy curves calculated with the TD-DFT/cc-pV5Z
method as a function of the O–H bond length. The geometry was con-
strained to equilibrium positions of the ground state except for the O–H
distance.
FIG. 5. Potential-energy curves calculated with the TD-DFT/cc-pV5Z
method as a function of the C–O bond length. The geometry was con-
strained to equilibrium positions of the ground state except for the C–O
distance.Downloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to jet.14 Although species in a supersonic jet have a much lower
temperature, linewidths in their spectra are greater than ours,
presumably because of their limited resolution of 0.21 nm.
Our spectra reveal previously unreported structures, espe-
cially for CD3OH and CD3OD ~Fig. 2!. Spectral assignments
are based on observed isotopic shifts, comparison of ob-
served wavelength and oscillator strength with theoretical
predictions, and the effective quantum number n*.
1. The weak continuum in 163–220 nm
This well-studied feature shown in Fig. 1 is assigned to
the transition from the X 1A8 state to the lowest excited state
1 1A9; the 1 1A9 state is associaed with the excitation of an
electron from the 2a9 orbital to the lowest occupied molecu-
lar orbital. Inspection of the electronic density of the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital of the ground state calculated
with TD-DFT confirms that this orbital is well described with
a 3s Rydberg character rather than a s* antibonding charac-
ter. Similarly, the next three unoccupied orbitals correspond
well to three 3p Rydberg orbitals.
Observed smooth contour of this weak feature is charac-
teristic of a transition to a repulsive surface, consistent with
theoretical predictions that the 1 1A9(2a9→3s) state is re-
pulsive with respect to the stretching of the O–H bond ~Fig.
4!. Avoided crossing of diabatic surfaces 1 1A9(2a9→3s)
and 2 1A9(2a9→3p) is clearly shown in Fig. 5. This is also
consistent with experimental observations that, upon pho-
tolysis of methanol at 193 nm, the O–H fission is the main
channel.15,16 Observed absorption maximum at 183.42 nm
~54 520 cm21! is consistent with theoretical predictions of
vertical excitation to the 1 1A9 state, 188.54 nm ~53 039
cm21! from B3LYP/cc-pV5Z in this work and 178.69 nm
~55 963 cm21! from MRD-CI,21 with deviations in energy
22.7% and 2.6%, respectively.
This broad feature shows absorption thresholds and
wavelengths of maximum absorption similar for CH3OH and
CD3OH, and for CH3OD and CD3OD, with the latter pair
having absorption maxima shifted toward smaller wave-
length ~Fig. 1!. Peak wavelengths and half-bandwidths of
this feature in four isotopic variants of CH3OH are listed in
Table III. Wave numbers of absorption maxima for CH3OD
and CD3OD are greater by 461 and 437 cm21, respectively,
than those of CH3OH and CD3OH. Variations of one-half of
the O–H~D! stretching energy43 for CH3OH/CH3OD and
CD3OH/CD3OD ~482 and 483 cm21, respectively! account
for observed shifts in absorption maxima, indicating that the
upper potential-energy curve is repulsive with respect to an
increase in O–H~D! distance. Deuteration on the methyl
group decreases corresponding vibrational zero-point ener-
gies of both upper and ground states by similar amounts;
consequently it has little effect on observed contour and
maximum absorption wavelength.
The full width at half maximum ~FWHM! of this feature
decreases with increasing degree of deuteration, as listed in
Table III. Two factors influence the bandwidth: the transition
to a repulsive potential-energy curve over the Franck–
Condon region and the electronic distribution in the ground
state. The Franck–Condon region corresponds roughly to the
displacement d between two classical turning points of theAIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2a20.5, in which a54p2mv/h , m is the reduced mass, and
v is the vibrational frequency of the OH/OD stretching
mode.31 The d values are ;0.0194 nm for both CH3OH and
CD3OH, and ;0.0162 nm for both CH3OD and CD3OD. As
displacements d for CH3OH and CD3OH are nearly the
same, their bandwidths associated with the Franck–Condon
transition are expected to be nearly equal. That the absorp-
tion bandwidth is smaller for CD3OH than for CH3OH by
826 cm21 is hence attributable to the change of electronic
distribution upon deuteration; that is, vibrational and rota-
tional energy spacings of CD3OH are smaller than those of
CH3OH such that the average spread of wave function is
closer to the equilibrium position for CD3OH. A decreased
bandwidth from CH3OD to CD3OD is explicable for the
same reason.
2. The vibronic progression in 151–163 nm
Lines in the 151–163 region are assigned to a transition
2 1A9– X 1A8, associated with excitation to the 3p Rydberg
orbital.6,9,14 As shown in Fig. 5, the adiabatic surface 2A9
has a shape resembling a double minimum. Using this cal-
culated one-dimensional potential-energy curve to solve for
the stretching motion of C–O(n8), we obtained a vibrational
fundamental of 829 cm21 for CH3OH, corresponding well to
the experimental observation of 806 cm21 for the main pro-
gression. Our assignment is consistent with n85825 cm21,
reported by Sominska and Gedanken.14
With isotopic data we assign three additional vibrational
modes. Upon deuteration of the hydroxyl H atom, only the
n1 ~OH-stretching!, n6 ~COH bending!, and n7 ~CH3 wag-
ging! modes of the ground state shift substantially; the shift
of n7 is due to mixing with n6 .44 We identified these three
modes in Fig. 2. Vibronic lines and assignments for CH3OH,
CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD can be found in the EPAPS.30
For CH3OH, the wave numbers are 3322, 1087, and 572
TABLE III. Wavelength (lm), wave numbers (nm), and absorption cross
section (sm) at maximum intensity and FWHM for various transition ori-
gins of CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH, and CD3OD.
Species
lm
~nm!
nm
~cm21!
sm
(10218 cm2!
FWHM
~cm21!
1 1A9– X 1A8
CH3OH 183.42 54 520 0.62 6815
CH3OD 181.88 54 981 0.66 6468
CD3OH 183.51 54 493 0.71 5989
CD3OD 182.05 54 930 0.77 5523
2 1A9– X 1A8
CH3OH 160.46 62 321 14.21 315
CH3OD 160.44 62 329 16.31 221
CD3OH 159.37 62 747 14.03 248
CD3OD 159.37 62 747 14.44 177
3 1A8,3 1A9– X 1A8
CH3OH 149.14 67 051 13.68 699a
CH3OD 149.02 67 105 13.88 573a
CD3OH 148.74 67 231 13.45 621a
CD3OD 148.59 67 299 13.65 486a
aFWHM of the broad contour that consists of partially overlapped lines
showing a torsional progression.Downloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to cm21 for n1 , n6 , and n7 , respectively; the uncertainties are
estimated to be 611 cm21 because of limited resolution.
The observed origin of transition at 160.46 nm ~62 321
cm21! for CH3OH agrees well with theoretical predictions of
vertical excitation wavelength to the 2 1A9 state, 162.39 nm
~61 580 cm21! from B3LYP/cc-pV5Z and 157.17 nm ~63 625
cm21! from MRD-CI,21 with deviations in energy 21.2%
and 2.1%, respectively. Our data show that, in contrast to
features in the 163–200 nm region, the origin of this transi-
tion of CH3OH is near that of CH3OD, and for CD3OH is
near that of CD3OD, with the latter pair blueshifted ;425
cm21 from the former pair. This result indicates that this
progression is associated not with the rupture of the O–H
bond as for the transition 1 1A9– X 1A8, but with the rupture
of either the C–O bond or the C–H bond, consistent with the
results of dynamics experiments upon 157 nm photolysis of
methanol in a molecular beam.17
The bandwidths ~FWHM! of CH3OH and CD3OH for
the 2 1A9– X 1A8 transition are greater than those of CH3OD
and CD3OD by 94 and 71 cm21, respectively, as listed in
Table III; the bandwidths are much smaller than those of the
2a9→3s transition, indicating a lifetime of the 2 1A9 state
longer than that of the 1 1A9 state. The decrease in band-
width upon deuteration may be explained similarly as in the
previous section for the 1 1A9– X 1A8 transition.
The next electronic state predicted with theory is 2 1A8,
corresponding to excitation of an electron from a lower 7a8
orbital to a Rydberg 3s orbital; the vertical excitation lies
near 149.38 nm ~;153 nm after scaling!. However, because
its oscillator strength is small, we are unable to identify with
certainty absorption lines associated with the transition
2 1A8– X 1A8 in the 151–163 nm region, in which lines of
the 2 1A9– X 1A8 transition dominate.
3. The vibronic progression in 140–151 nm
Absorption lines in 140–151 nm are assigned as transi-
tions to nearly degenerate 3 1A9 and 3 1A8 states, corre-
sponding to excitation of an electron from 2a9 to 3p8 and
3p9 orbitals. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, both 3 1A9 and
3 1A8 states are stable with respect to the stretching of C–O
and O–H bonds. Hence, we expect fission of C–H bonds of
the methyl group, either a direct cleavage channel or elimi-
nation of H2, to dominate upon irradiation of CH3OH with
light in the 140–151 nm region.
The false origin of this transition of CH3OH lies at
149.14 nm ~67 051 cm21!; the line of maximal intensity lies
near 146.85 nm ~68 097 cm21!, agreeing satisfactorily with
vertical excitation wavelengths at 144.11 ~69 391 cm21! and
143.95 nm ~69 469 cm21! predicted with TD-DFT for tran-
sitions 3 1A9– X 1A8 and 3 1A8– X 1A8 with a deviation of
;2%.
The broadband contours of CH3OH are nearly identical
to those of CH3OD, and those of CD3OH and CD3OD are
similar ~Fig. 2!, indicating little contribution from vibrational
modes associated with the hydroxyl group. In contrast to
properties associated with the 2 1A9– X 1A8 transition, vibra-
tional spacing for these transitions are regular, with the first
spacing ;1050 cm21 for CH3OH and CH3OD and 806–853
cm21 for CD3OH and CD3OD. This progression was previ-AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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spacing is close to corresponding wave numbers 1033 cm21
of the ground state. However, its isotopic ratios 0.77–0.81
for the spacing of CD3OH or CD3OD relative to CH3OH
agree poorly with that expected for the C–O stretching mode
~;0.95!, but better with that of CH2 twisting (n11 ,;0.76) or
CH3 umbrella (n5 ,;0.78) modes in the ground state.44
Wave numbers for n11 and n5 of the ground state of CH3OH
are 1168 and 1455 cm21, respectively. We prefer assignment
of CH2 twisting (n11) to this progression because of its simi-
larity to that of the ground state. The vibronic intensity dis-
tribution contour of the photoelectron spectrum of the first
ionization state9,12,45 reported previously is similar to this
system; MacNeil and Dixon12 assigned the progression with
spacings ;926 cm21 to n11 ~identified as CH3 rocking by
them!, in agreement with our assignments. This assignment
indicates that the 3p8 and 3p9 orbitals are delocalized sub-
stantially from the oxygen atom onto the methyl group, as
confirmed by electron density distribution of this orbital cal-
culated with TD-DFT.
The broad features consist of some closely spaced lines;
the structure is most prominent for the first member of the
progression and is more prominent for CD3OD and CD3OH
than for CH3OH and CH3OD, as shown in Fig. 2. These
structures are associated with the torsional mode of the ex-
cited state, for which peak wavelengths and spacings are
listed in the EPAPS.30 Absence of these structures from spec-
tra of CD3OD in a supersonic jet in previous work might be
due to limited resolution employed.14 Observed average val-
ues of the first three spacings ~198 and 172 cm21 for CH3OH
and CD3OH, respectively! are smaller than experimental val-
ues ~272 and 259 cm21, respectively! for n12 in the ground
state.46 Among lines of the first broad contour, the compo-
nent with the greatest intensity is designated as the false
origin; it is associated with at least three quanta of n12 . Vi-
bronic lines and assignments for CH3OH, CH3OD, CD3OH,
and CD3OD can be found in the EPAPS.30
4. Spectral feature in regions l¸140 nm
Assignments of weak features with l,140 nm are dif-
ficult because of their small spacings and overlapping pro-
gressions. Two states 4 1A8(7a8→3p) and 4 1A9(2a9
→3d) are predicted to lie at 133.48 and 132.68 nm ~74 918
and 75 369 cm21!, but after scaling they might lie near 138.1
and 137.4 nm ~72 411 and 72 780 cm21!. These values are
close to observed lines originating at 139.32 ~71 777 cm21!,
136.72 ~73 142 cm21!, and 134.26 nm ~74 482 cm21!. How-
ever, calculated quantum defects suggest that these lines be
assigned to 2a9→3d , 3d8, and 3d9 transitions. If predicted
large oscillator strength of the transition 4 1A8(7a8
→3p) – X 1A8 is true, it is likely that this transition is re-
sponsible for, at least in part, the rising continuum starting at
;140 nm.
For wavelengths smaller than 131.6 nm ~wave numbers
greater than 76 000 cm21!, spectra of CH3OH and CH3OD
are nearly identical, whereas those of CD3OH and CD3OD
are also similar, but slightly different from the former. By
comparing these spectra, we identified lines displaying dis-
tinct spacings for CH3OH and CD3OD. By assuming thatDownloaded 21 Nov 2007 to 211.23.84.2. Redistribution subject to effective quantum numbers in a Rydberg series are expected
to be similar, we derived tentative assignments for Rydberg
states with n54 to 7, as shown in Fig. 3 and listed in the
EPAPS.30 Quantum defects of all assigned states in each se-
ries are nearly constant, except a value 0.91 for the 3p
Rydberg state (2 1A9), which differs from values of 0.82 and
0.83 of the 4p and 5p states; this difference reflects the
avoided crossing between 2 1A9 and 1 1A9 states, a discussed
previously.
B. Oscillator strength
Observed oscillator strengths of transitions for all isoto-
pomers are compared with theoretical calculations in Table I.
For the continuous band in the 163–200 nm region, the os-
cillator strength is 5.131023 for CH3OH, essentially identi-
cal to the value 531023 reported by Harrison et al.23 As
discussed previously, the FWHM of the broad feature in the
163–220 nm region decreases with the extent of deuteration,
but the peak absorbance increases correspondingly, leading
to an oscillator strength nearly independent of deuteration.
Values of oscillator strength f calculated by Wadt and
Goddard,18 Larrieu et al.,19 and this work are all smaller than
experimental observation. Presumably this transition bor-
rows intensity from that of 2 1A9– X 1A8 through coupling of
1 1A9 and 2 1A9 states.
There is no previous measurement of oscillator strength
for other transitions. For the transition 2 1A9– X 1A8 in the
151–163 nm region, the observed f value of 0.034 agrees
well with our calculated value of 0.0367, but is greater than
previous calculations.18,19 For transitions to degenerate states
31A9– X 1A8 and 3 1A8– X1A8 in the 140–151 nm region,
the observed total f value 0.041 also agrees satisfactorily
with our calculated values of 0.0101 and 0.0473, but is much
greater than previous calculations.18,19 Similarly, a measured
value of 0.006 for transition 2a9→3d in the 137–140 nm
region agrees well with our calculated f values of 0.0052 for
the transition 4 1A9– X 1A8. The large f value of 0.0706 cal-
culated for the transition 4 1A8– X 1A8 (7a8→3p) suggests
that this transition might be responsible for the continuous
background arising near 140 nm. The TD-DFT method ap-
pears to predict oscillator strengths of these transitions much
more accurately than previous methods.18,19
VI. CONCLUSION
The absorption cross sections of CH3OH, CH3OD,
CD3OH, and CD3OD in the vacuum ultraviolet region are
carefully measured; data for CH3OD and CD3OH, and for
CD3OD in the 124–220 nm region are reported for the first
time. Improved spectral resolution and sensitivity enable us
to revise some spectral assignments in accord with their
quantum defects, observed isotopic shifts, and theoretical
predictions of vertical excitation energy and oscillator
strengths. Five electronic states lying above the 1 1A9(2a9
→3s) and 2 1A9(2a9→3p) states are predicted with theo-
retical calculations for the first time. The time-dependent
density functional theory with a cc-pV5Z basis set predictsAIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
1640 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 4, 22 July 2002 Cheng et al.vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths of elec-
tronic transitions satisfactorily; deviations in energy are less
than 3%.
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